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Verse 1:
Em        C               Am           D
What if I told you it was all meant to be
Em        C           Am         D
Would you believe me, would you agree
Em               C       G/B         Am
It's almost that feeling we've met before
   F                                C
So tell me that you don't think I'm crazy
       Am                              D   
When I tell you love has come here and now

Chorus:
  Esus4- E         A
A mo  -  ment like this
     E/G#          D2
Some people wait a lifetime
      Esus4       A
for a moment like this
     E/G#             D2
some people search forever
         Esus4       F#m7
for that one special kiss
     C#/F               A -A/C#    D       
oh I can't believe it's happening to me
     F#m7          Bm7
some people wait a lifetime
      Esus4         A   
for a moment-like this

Verse 2:
Em         C           Am       D
Everything changes but beauty remains
Em           C      Am        D
something so tender I can't explain
Em            C            G/B         Am
Well I may be dreaming but until I a-wake
F                             C
can't we make this dream last forever
         Am                      D  
and I'll cherish all the love we share

Chorus:
  Esus4 -E         A
A mo  -  ment like this
     E/G#          D2
Some people wait a lifetime
      Esus4       A
for a moment like this
     E/G#             D2
some people search forever
         Esus4       F#m7
for that one special kiss
     C#/F               A- A/C#    D      
oh I can't believe it's happening to me
     F#m7          Bm7
some people wait a lifetime
      Esus4         A    (A/G) to bridge
for a moment-like this

Bridge:
D/F#              Dsus2/F          A -A/G
could this be the greatest love of all
        D/F#               Dsus2/F         F#m . C#/F .
I wanna know that you will catch me when I fall
   A  - A/C#-  D               
So let me tell you this
     F#m7          Bm7            Esus4       B   (key change to Bmajor)
Some people wait a lifetime for a moment like this

Chorus:
     F#/A#         E2
Some people wait a lifetime
      F#sus4      B
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for a moment like this
     F#/A#            E2
some people search forever
         F#sus4      G#m7
for that one special kiss
     D#/G               B- B/D#    E       
oh I can't believe it's happening to me
     G#m7          C#m
some people wait a lifetime
      F#sus4        B-F#/A#-E-F#sus4
for a moment-like this
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